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TRANSPORTATION ISSUES

Summary

This discussion covers Rapid Bus, auto access, and transportation analysis issues relating to
Hayward’s Foothill Mission alternative project. While the focus is on transportation, the Rapid
Bus proposal is an integral component of a larger proposal, a Smart Corridor (SC), which
includes housing and business development between the campus of California State University,
Hayward (CSUH) and Hayward BART, and new policies for managing parking, as explained in
more detail elsewhere. This larger proposal will be referred to as “Rapid Bus/SC.” 

Rapid Bus would be a frequent, fast, high quality service between the center of the CSUH
campus and Hayward BART. It would have limited stops and serve students, workers using
BART, and people living in the Smart Corridor. It could be financed from a revision in the 1986
Measure B Expenditure Plan which would be requested by the City of Hayward and Alameda
County and approved by the Alameda County Transportation Authority. Rapid Bus would use a
relatively small part, perhaps up to $5 million, of the money already in the bank for a project in
this corridor, about $140 million. More details are discussed below. A feasibility study is needed.

Most students now use auto access to Cal State, but this does not mean this dependency
should or will continue. The issues are: how auto access compares to transit access, and what is
best for the long run. Campuses, as point destinations, give some advantage to transit access even
at a commuter college. Long term, transit can deliver a large number of people, quickly, close to
their buildings. Increasing auto access increases traffic volumes, congestion, parking costs, and
the time it takes to find a space and walk in to a building.

Transportation analysis using computer models can consider a wide array of assumptions,
manipulate them in complex ways, and estimate the relative performance of alternatives.
However, models are limited by our knowledge of how things work and by any failure to ask the
right questions. They do not consider many aspects of induced demand and the land use impact
of transportation infrastructure. They assume “demand” without considering indirect costs. To
get adequate results for CEQA, the City of Hayward needs to make sure the analysis takes a
careful look at Rapid Bus/SC.

Discussion

I. Rapid Bus Transit

A. Current transit service. BART provides excellent service to downtown Hayward, South
Hayward, and Castro Valley. BART is comfortable, frequent, safe, and reliable. BART itself
is fast, but taking advantage of it requires being able to get to a station efficiently, and then
from BART to the campus.

1. Currently, BART is poorly connected to the campus by two slow, infrequent bus services,
the CSUH Hill Hhopper and AC Transit Route 92. Compared to a modern service, the
current service is poor, pushing people into cars. It has problems similar to American
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transit in general: the time it takes to move from car to transit, time waiting for the bus,
slow speeds, circuitous routes, and infrequent service. The direct service, the CSUH Hill
Hopper, is slow and runs only part of the day. The Hill Hopper can travel almost as fast as
a car, but uses a circuitous route to campus. The AC Transit Route 92 bus serving the
campus is even slower, too infrequent, and not coordinated with BART. The 92 bus uses
old, noisy, under-powered diesel engines, takes a roundabout, slow route to the campus,
and struggles up the hills.

2. The transit challenge is to improve service from Hayward BART to the campus
dramatically and thus make good on the promise of its comparative advantage. While
many students can’t use transit, much more could be done to expand the number who can.

B. How Rapid Bus would work. Rapid Bus could provide a European quality of service,
attracting people out of their cars. Rapid Bus requires cleaner, more powerful motors, a route
to the middle of the campus, BART-level frequency with tight connections to BART trains,
low floors, wide doors, modern fare collection, raised sidewalks for no-step entry, and lane-
preference traffic light preemption to move through intersections. Such service would usually
be faster than driving. 

1. Image. Transit must be extraordinary to compete with cars. The conventional image of
transit as big boxes lumbering along with underpowered diesels as a social service for the
unfortunate poor must be obliterated. The greatest threat to success is doing something on
the cheap and calling it transit. A used Tercel may be cheap, but we need a new BMW.
Rapid Bus would provide the best possible improvement of service between Hayward
BART and the campus to attract riders and to stimulate redevelopment, which in turn
increases ridership. Rapid Bus has many requirements for frequent, fast, safe, reliable,
high quality service.

2. Equity. Timely access is needed because so many students have families and are working.
Thus one equity problem is how to make transit fast enough to compete with cars. Equally
important, however, are those students, even lower in income, who cannot afford a car at
all. They are now forced to waste time riding slow buses. If driving students could get to
campus faster by transit, both they and the lower income students would be better off. 

3. Route. Improved transit requires going to the center of campus. The service would start at
the center, under the pedestrian bridge on the northeast side of the CSUH Library. It would
go towards the Music Building using routes already used by campus police cars, service
trucks, and delivery trucks. It would go from there to the Loop Road on a new bus-only
ramp between the Music building and the swimming pool retaining wall. Then it would go
down Carlos Bee Blvd., north on Mission, and west on B St. to Hayward BART, where it
would initially meet all trains to and from Richmond. The return trip uses the same route
except for going east on C St.

4. Stops. After starting at the library, the stops would be in front of the Gym, Quarry
Apartments (proposed; also serves Wimbledon Woods and Carlos Bee Hall), Bee Blvd.
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pedestrian/transit elements associated with traffic signals,” prepared for ACTA, Jan. 3, 2001.

east of Mission, Mission south of Sycamore and Highland, Mission south of Fletcher, and
B St. at Mission (C St. at Mission on the return). There would be only these five
intermediate stops between BART and the campus. 

5. Frequency. Rapid Bus would initially run two buses, with a one-way distance of 2.1 miles
with a run time of ten minutes. Fifteen minute headways are needed most of the day for
connectivity to meet BART trains until patronage justifies four buses and 7.5 minute
headways. The Rapid Bus would initially meet all trains to and from Richmond, and then
upgrade to meet San Francisco trains as well. I suggest service would run from 6:30 am to
12:05 am, requiring 134 trips. 

6. Equipment. Rapid Bus requires a high-powered motor and possibly a light-weight
composite body for fast hill-climbing. It needs a low emissions motor for air quality. The
size might be a 30 foot long bus, which carries 28 passengers, similar to the Hill Hopper.
The buses must have low floors, wide doors, and fast fare collection for faster boarding
and reduced dwell time. Fare collection could use a proximity card, now being tried by
MTC in the TransLink experiment. Or it could use barrier-free or proof-of-purchase fares,
which has no fare collection equipment (barrier free) and instead uses random inspections
and fines if a rider does not have a ticket (proof of purchase). The buses must have traffic
signal preemption devices. Queue jumping lanes might be needed also. The buses would
be easily be accessible by the handicapped (no step entry) and have bike racks.

7. Right-of-way. Rapid Bus requires raised sidewalks at stops to match the low floors for
no-step boarding. Rapid Bus requires lane preference signal preemption to cut through
congestion created by inefficiently occupied, drive-alone vehicles.1 It requires more level,
well-paved travel lanes for a smoother ride.

8. Speed. The travel time can be estimated at eight minutes, faster than a car which misses a
green light. With signal preemption and other innovations, the bus would be faster than
most cars. The 2.1 mile distance at an average speed of 20 miles per hour takes 6.3
minutes, with additional time for stops. Congestion would influence speed similar to
existing traffic. 

9. Connectivity. Quality bus should operate as an extension of BART service. The new bus
schedule should initially match BART’s Fremont-Richmond service. It requires meeting
the train at the Hayward BART station, based on the bus driver knowing when the
Fremont-bound train actually pulls in and riders from it come down stairs to board the bus.
The bus driver needs to be tied into BART’s existing automated train location reporting
and probably have voice communication with central control. Buses would pace
themselves to maintain “hard-wired meets” with the trains, adjusting to changes in real
time BART operation. The BART schedule allows the same bus which picks up riders
from a Fremont-bound train to deliver riders to a Richmond-bound train. Rapid Bus would
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encourage BART ridership and would improve use of parking in the BART parking
structure, which is usually not full. If Rapid Bus service justifies more frequency, the
timing of the meets is less important.

10. Public Information. Because it would operate as an extension of BART service, the
BART-CSUH Rapid Bus should be added to all BART maps. Such publicity would not
only increase transit ridership but increase public knowledge about the accessibility of
CSUH.

11. Capital Costs. All of the capital costs should be funded by the SR238 Alternative Project,
which will get its funds by amending the 1986 Measure B Expenditure Plan. The Project
would be sponsored by the City of Hayward and Alameda County, and approved by the
Alameda County Transportation Authority. I estimate capital costs at $3.65 million to $5
million, but this is only a rough guess.

12. Operating Costs. Operating costs would be provided by the current source of funds for
the Hill Hopper: parking fines. Supplementary funds would come from a student-approved
Class Pass using existing fines, existing parking fees, or small increases in fees or fines.
These passes could include use of AC buses and BART. About 35 campuses, including
Berkeley and San Jose, already have very successful bus pass schemes approved by
student votes, often by landslides. Funds could come from automatic “EcoPasses” for car-
free residents. EcoPasses could be required as mitigation for car-free development and be
paid by a small part of the rents. Tenants would get a monthly passes for Rapid Bus and
possibly for AC Transit and BART.2 Funds could also come from 2000 Measure B or
CMAQ. Operating costs could run $1 million to $1.5 million per year, but again this only
a rough guess.

13. Management. The existing organizational structure for the Hill Hopper could be used for
the Rapid Bus. Students could be involved as drivers, assistant managers, and marketers
and some aspects could be integrated into the instructional program for business. 

14. Cost per new rider. My rough estimate is that about 1,800 new units can be built on the
east side of the Smart Corridor, that about 3,600 people would get affordable housing, and
that they would ride Rapid Bus at a rate of 1.5 trips per person per day. These assumptions
yield a daily ridership of 5,400 per week day, which indicates a cost of $3.75 per new
rider. With students and Bart-bound workers added in there would be more riders, but
already I have questions about my assumptions to take this much further. The cost seems
low compared with most projects examined by MTC. BART to San Jose, for example, is
well over $100 per new rider, and express buses are often at about $10 per new rider. 

http://www.sppsr.ucla.edu/its/UA.
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15. Rapid Bus Feasibility Study. A study is needed of Rapid Bus, including some
consideration of the experiences of other campuses with class passes and of small, non-
profit, para-transit companies. Such a study is proposed as part of the Scope of Work for
the RFP to study Rapid Bus/SC in the corridor: “The consultant team would study the
feasibility of new Rapid Bus service in the Foothill/Mission corridor from BART to
CSUH, and develop a preliminary design for the bus service for costing and evaluation. At
a minimum, work on this task would include interviews with experts at the three nearby
campuses with class pass transit, development of preliminary specifications for equipment,
service standards, operating costs, capital costs, and financing. 

16. Expansion. The first expansion would be to increase frequency, based on demand.
Initially, two buses could be in operation with a third available for emergencies and
servicing the other buses. If patronage justified, more buses could be added. For example,
the capacity for carrying passengers with one bus per minute is quite high. One bus can
make a round trip every 20 minutes, or three trips one way. A bus one way every minute
would require 20 buses. At 28 riders per bus the capacity is 1,680 riders per hour, over 12
percent of CSUH enrollment. Once service headway is five minutes or less, there is no real
need to keep a schedule, and ridership increases because of reduced wait time and no need
for timing. 

17. Electrification. If high patronage supported more frequent service, the line could be
upgraded to trolley bus. Trolley bus has the disadvantage of higher capital cost and
overhead wires but advantages of energy efficiency, lower operating costs, longer-lasting
equipment, easier operation for operators, and, especially important for this route, the best
combination of acceleration and traction for fast hill climbing. Nothing beats the friction
of rubber tires on pavement combined with the torque of an electric motor, not even
automobiles. Pantograph technology could be upgraded to less intrusive side wires, and
safety improved by using moving block powering. .

18. Other routes could be created. If patronage justifies, Rapid Bus service could be added
from South Hayward BART via Harder Road to the upper Meiklejohn steps and Science
building. Similarly, Rapid Bus service could come from Castro Valley if it could access
the campus via a reopening of access to the loop road somewhere between Campus Drive
and Harder, then to the west corner of the Art and Education building.

C. Editorial. Combined with Smart Corridor housing, improved transit is CSUH’s best hope to
provide access efficiently and sustainably. Rapid Bus can be faster than driving to outlying
lots, looking for a space, and walking in. Transit may provide superior access at less cost than
the over-widening, parking structures, and increased subsidies for auto use. It could attract
people out of their cars and stimulate transit-oriented growth along the line and downtown.
Therefore, Rapid Bus and related policies probably work better for CSUH enrollment than
excessive widening of Mission and Foothill Blvds.
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II. Comparing auto access to transit: Comparative advantage. Transit has a comparative
advantage in providing access to a “point” destination, i.e., a concentrated, dense land use like a
downtown, a campus or other large institution. For a campus, as enrollment increases, cars require
increasing pavement and parking capacity. More cars congest access roads and slow down buses.
Car access gets slower as the campus grows due to an increase in the time needed to hunt for a
space, park, and walk in to the campus proper. Transit has visible budget subsidies, but cars cost
much more in terms of indirect and external costs. Cars require large amounts of land for parking
and roads, preempting other uses and creating congestion. Parking structures can help but
constitute a large subsidy to drivers and take capital that could be used for instructional buildings.
Transit can easily deliver larger numbers of people much closer to their destination buildings
using much less pavement. Transit requires a small fraction of the road space required by cars, and
can expand and become more efficient to meet the need for growth. Transit leaves land for
development that in turn provides transit riders, and it leaves road space for other vehicles. Transit
helps make it possible to live without having to own a car for routine use.

A. While BART and Rapid Bus can be a plus for access to the campus, getting access to them at
the other end of a trip may be a minus. The over-widening of Foothill and Mission would
serve origins to the north, north-west, and north-east. What auto access may lose at the
campus end it may gain at the other end, where it may be hard to reach BART, parking may
be full, or, in the case of the north-east, connecting through Bay Fair is slow. These trade offs
should be studied in the transportation analysis.

B. Other campuses. Other academic campuses have made great strides in recent years in
improving non-car access. Stanford and Berkeley have implemented many measures that
could be adapted to CSUH's needs. San Jose State has limited campus parking and uses a
shuttle to remote parking.

III. TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS 

A. The above critique is largely conceptual and needs careful study to see how it plays out in
quantitative analysis. The traffic study needs to compare the Alternative Project, the base
case, and Rapid Bus/SC using land use transportation computer models. The model must be
designed with the right inputs, modeling parameters, and outputs (performance criteria) to
yield useful results. Vehicle speed and volume of flow alone are far too simplistic. The city’s
238 Working Group needs to meet with the traffic modeler to go over the technical issues.

B. INPUTS. 
1. Define study area, travel analysis zones, trip table, and screenlines. 
2. Define preferred project and Rapid Bus/SC assumptions

a. Rapid Bus/SC assumptions so far: 2,000 units, 4,000 persons, 200 residential parking
spaces, 60,000 sf local business, and 134 Rapid Bus trips/weekday. Rapid Bus frequency
and capacity could be increased if ridership justifies it. Rapid Bus speed is not slowed by
congestion because of its signal preemption; it has very short dwell times; and it has
shorter walk-to-building time than parking. (Research supports exogenous manipulation of
the model for certain purposes.) 
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b. Travel time to campus must consider hunt, park and walk times 
3. The model needs to report “HBS attractions” (the business end of Home-Based Shop -

personal business trips) in corridor, for base and projection years.
4. Design issues relating to Alternative Project:

a. Right of way requirements for the Foothill - Jackson underpass can be reduced by not
having an complete open cut but cantilevering certain surface lanes over the cut, leaving
the middle open (same source as c. below).

b. Foothill Mission can probably increase capacity 20% without widening using
quadrant-intersections or continuous flow intersections. 

c. Minor streets would not have exiting left turns, but a right turn goes to a U-turn lane in the
median. The turn lanes also left turns into the minor street. Traffic in the lane waits for
opposing traffic to clear before turning. (Email from Gary Kruger, P.E., Principal
Associate, TJKM Transportation Consultants, Pleasanton, example of six-lane Herndon
Ave. Expressway, Clovis CA, will manage 90,000+ vehicles/day with cross street with
60,000+ vehicles/day.)

d. Spacing of minor intersections and timing of signals could permit left turns at a number of
minor intersections, reducing the volume that would otherwise occur at major
intersections. Functionality depends on not allowing the left to stop main stream flow, but
rather accommodating the lefts after the flow from an upstream green. 

5. Adjustment of trip table for the effect of Rapid Bus/SC at screenlines, moving 4,000 or
other estimate of Rapid Bus/SC residents from outside into the Rapid Bus/SC travel
analysis zone. 

C. MODELING PARAMETERS
1. The model should run auto-ownership and mode split models. If auto ownership is not run,

it should be estimated exogenously for the Rapid Bus/SC alternative. 
2. The model should draw screenlines at or close to Foothill north of Apple, Mission south of

Harder, and Jackson east of Winton (to allow check for trip table change)
3. How does the model consider induced demand? Models can consider some aspects, but

others should be discussed as they affect the outputs. 
4. The model needs to consider the reduction of traffic flow per lane which occurs as the road

gets wider, due to drivers having to change more lanes and longer pedestrian crossing. 
5. The model needs to include all streets and driveways coming into the Foothill Mission

arterial in the study area.
6. Some iterative modeling of transit capacity to consider students, workers using BART, and

SC residents, may be necessary so that ridership is reasonable – not much crowding, not
many empty buses.

7. The sensitivity of the model concerning initial access to BART to go Hayward BART
needs to be discussed. The appeal of improvements at the Hayward end is affected by how
people reach BART to start the BART trip. 

D. OUTPUTS
1. Criteria for evaluation of performance of trips in study corridor, alternative project vs.

Rapid Bus/SC variation should include:
a. vehicle ownership, 
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b. mode split (all trips, work trips; modes: DA, HOV3, TR, Walk-bike), 
c. HBW duration normalized for transit, 
d. Vehicle Miles Traveled/day/cap, 
e. number of vehicle trips, 
f. access to transit and transit ridership, 
g. pedestrian movement (ease and safety of circulation) and accessibility (richness of

walkable destinations), 
h. gasoline consumption, air pollution (HC, NOx, PM, CO2; tons/yr), water pollution,
i. accidents (serious and fender benders),
j. cost benefit analysis using value of travel time, direct money cost, public cost, pollution

costs, accident costs, and energy costs.
2. Travel statistics (1 above) of Rapid Bus/SC residents compared to the residents they

replace in the Alternative Project trip table. 
3. CSUH enrollment. I’m not sure if the model do this. The model can not predict better than

the knowledge we have, and we know too little about the role of access duration and
housing in enrollment. More insight may be provided by student questionnaires, to be
discussed in another report. The model only considers peak hour, when a small part of
students come to or leave the campus. 

4. Use HBS trips ends in corridor and Rapid Bus/SC residents income to estimate business
revenue.

5. Discuss walkability issues: walking/exercise/fitness/overweight.
6. Discuss induced demand and offsetting decreased lane use, including an update of the

Dowling Usage Study which showed very little (below 5 percent) through traffic on
Mission south of Harder.

Sherman Lewis, September 22, 2003/December 12, 2003
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